Stratus Technologies and Arrow OCS Announce Deal to Extend Reach and Availability of ‘Always-On’ Software Solutions in Manufacturing and Building Security Industries

London, 5th of October, 2015 – Stratus Technologies, Inc., the leading provider of availability solutions, today announced that from October 2015, Arrow OCS will include the company’s ‘always-on’ software as part of its server software offering throughout Europe.

The deal, which will offer Arrow OCS customers greater virtualisation capabilities for automation and building security systems, will be supported by local Stratus sales and technical expertise across the European region in the launch markets of the UK, Nordics, Netherlands, Italy, France, Spain, Germany, Greece and Turkey.

Antony Byford, Channel Manager, Europe, Stratus Technologies, said, “We’re thrilled to be working with one of the world’s largest technology distributors to offer always-on software solutions that work with any brand of server for mission critical functions in the manufacturing, process and building securities sectors. Where unplanned downtime can have a detrimental effect on profitability, business continuity, reputation or employee safety, Arrow is now able to offer its customers a fully integrated and supported solution.”

Amir Mobayen, Vice-President, EMEA of Arrow OCS said, “This is an important development of the Arrow OCS software and service and defines value added services offerings to our customers. They will benefit from the 35 years of experience in offering continuous availability technology that Stratus brings. As enterprises move towards more virtual servers, it’s important that Arrow OCS offers OEMs, Systems Integrators, ISVs and data centres the best options in software solutions.”

contd…
The two companies will be presenting the capabilities of Stratus’ always-on technology during IP EXPO Europe at London’s Excel centre on stand JJ12 on the 7th and 8th of October 2015, as part of a programme of webinars, LinkedIn and conference activities to fully explain the exciting new offering.

ends

About Stratus Technologies

Stratus Technologies is the leading provider of infrastructure-based solutions that keep applications running continuously in today’s always-on world. Stratus enables rapid deployment of always-on infrastructures, from enterprise servers to clouds, without any changes to applications. Stratus’ flexible solutions – software, platform and services – prevent downtime before it occurs and ensure uninterrupted performance of essential business operations.

For more information please visit [www.stratus.com](http://www.stratus.com) or follow on Twitter [@StratusAlwaysOn](https://twitter.com/StratusAlwaysOn).
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